In vivo multimodal tumor imaging and photodynamic therapy with novel theranostic agents based on the porphyrazine framework-chelated gadolinium (III) cation.
A promising strategy for cancer diagnosis and therapy is the development of an agent for multimodal imaging and treatment. In the present paper we report on two novel multifunctional agents prepared on the porphyrazine pigment platform using a gadolinium (III) cation chelated by red-fluorescent tetrapyrrole macrocycles (GdPz1 and GdPz2). Spectral and magnetic properties of the compounds were analyzed. Monitoring of GdPz1 and GdPz2 accumulation in the murine colon carcinoma CT26 was performed in vivo using fluorescence imaging and MRI. The photobleaching of GdPz1 or GdPz2 and tumor growth rate after photodynamic therapy (PDT) were assessed. GdPz1 and GdPz2 demonstrated the selective accumulation in tumor that was indicated by higher fluorescence intensity in the tumor area in comparison with the normal tissues. The results of MRI in vivo showed that GdPz1 or GdPz2 provided significant contrast enhancement of the tumor in T1 MR images. PDT with GdPz2 resulted in ~20% decrease in fluorescence intensity of the compound and the inhibition of tumor growth. We assessed the efficiency of two innovative Gd(III) cation-porphyrazine chelates as bimodal MR and fluorescent probes and photosensitizers for PDT and showed their potentials for tumor diagnostics and treatment. Water-soluble structures simple in preparation and administration into the body represent special interest for theranostics of tumors. Novel porphyrazine macrocycles chelating a central gadolinium cation demonstrated a good prospect as effective multimodal agents, representing a new approach to MRI and fluorescence imaging guided PDT.